Trail Descriptions

Fisherman’s Access Trail: This moderate trail offers visitors who wish to fish the shoreline of Crooked Creek access to the left bank of the lake. (Walking time = 10 min)

Fitness Trail: a physical fitness trail is located in the Spillway Recreation Area. Patrons wishing to test their physical endurance will find this trail challenging. Remember to go at your own pace. (Walking time = 1 hr.)

Songbird Trail: This short loop is located behind the Park Main Office and the Justice Pavilion. Highly recommended for an easy walk with young children. (Walking Time = 20 min)

Abbey Road Trail: This non-loop easy trail connects Crooked Creek Dam Rd and Beach Rd. While on this trail, stop and rest at the Dam overlook for a scenic look of the control tower and the lake. (walking time = 30 min)

Laurel Point Trail: This is the most difficult trail at Crooked Creek Lake. By following the blue blazes, this looped trail will return you to the trail head which is located across from the second parking lot of the public boat launching ramp. (Walking time = 2 hrs)

Shrub Swamp Trail: Located in the Outflow Recreation Area, this trail provides a gentle walk along the outflow of Crooked Creek Lake and provides a great opportunity to see a wide variety of birds, flowers and wildlife. (Walking time = 1 hr)

Thank you for visiting Crooked Creek Lake